December 14, 2015

DIVISION MEMORANDUM
NO. 367 series 2015

Revalida and Graduation of GURO21 Batch 6

To: Public Schools District Supervisors, Public Elementary and Secondary School Heads

1. Herewith is the Regional Memorandum No. 217, s. 2015 concerning the schedule of the "Revalida and Graduation of the GURO21 Batch 6" course qualifiers on December 15, 2015, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM at the Emerald Hall, NEAP-LDC XI, Quirino Avenue, Davao City.

2. Contents of which are self-explanatory for information and immediate dissemination. This can be browsed and downloaded thru www.deppedigocity.org.

DEE D. SILVA, DPA, CESO VI
Assistant Schools Division Superintendent
Officer-In-Charge
Regional Memorandum
No. W/9, s. 2015

Revalida and Graduation of Guro21 Batch 6

To: Schools Division Superintendents (SDSSs)
OIC, Office of the SDS
Concerned Chiefs, NO XI

1. This Office announces the schedule of the Revalida and Graduation of the 6th Batch of Guro21 course qualifiers on December 15, 2015, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM at the Emerald Hall, NEAP-LDC XI, Quirino Avenue, Davao City.

2. The list of scholars who are invited for revalida can be directly verified from the Class Technical Support Staff (TechSupport) who has direct contact from the Flexible Learning Tutor (FLT). It is advised that the learners shall verify immediately with the TechSupport.

3. It is also advised that the participants should bring and present their portfolio (one set only in a clear book or in soft/spiral bind) during the revalidation. All FLT's and TechSupport are advised to attend on official business. The list of FLT's and TechSupport and the schedule of activity are contained in Enclosure No. 1.

4. Learners who have not paid yet are required to pay the course fee prior to the revalida. It is a No Pay, No Revalida policy of SEAMEO INNOTECH. Further, the learners are encouraged to wear corporate attire during the activity.

5. Lunch and two snacks of the participants shall be served chargeable against the course fee of the learners while travel and other incidental expenses of the participants are chargeable against local funds/school MOOE subject to the usual accounting and auditing rules and regulations.

6. Immediate dissemination of this Memorandum is desired.

Reference: None
To be indicated in the Perpetual Index:
Guro21 Programs
School Teachers
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